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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable describes the overall approach to the enrichment services and formalises
the input and output requirements and connections to other technical work-packages in
particular WP1 and WP3. It shows how these approaches are implemented in NoTube usecases, while the concrete implementation and functional description of the enrichment
services is given it separate deliverables (D4.3 for audio and video content, D4.4 and D4.5
for textual content). The document also provides a brief overview on how the different types
of content (audio, video and text) are processed as well as detailed service description of the
modules that apply this functionality. The deliverable is an update of deliverable D4.2
version 1.
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1. Introduction
Semantic Annotation (SA) takes content (text, audio, video) as input and produces
structured data as output. This data may be used directly and displayed to users, or may be
stored in a semantic repository1 to power semantic-based search, browsing and other
intelligent access to content.
SA is being applied in the context of Semantic Web and knowledge management to perform
annotation - a content augmentation process that links parts of text (e.g. a phrase) with
classes and instances in an ontology, i.e. it assigns semantic metadata to content. Such
semantically enriched text, audio or video enables innovative methods of access and use,
e.g. concept-based indexing and search, ontology-based categorisation, smooth traversal
between content and knowledge, etc.
In the context of NoTube when talking about textual content we mean EPGs or other internal
broadcaster description. For example, these can be news items at RAI currently described in
Prestospace format or BBC broadcast described in the BBC programme ontology formalism
but also containing free text as part of the description. Another kind of raw textual content
comes from the user’s activity stream as described in [7], which is partially structured but
also includes textual representation of TV related interests e.g. watching a film with a given
title, or listening to a new artist’s album. When we talk about audio and video content, we
mean the TV broadcast itself, the stream that needs to be pre-processed and delivered on
the end user’s device in an appropriate format.
The semantic annotation framework provides general infrastructure for running various
annotation services subject of development in the NoTube project. It also implements those
tasks that are common for all annotation services e.g. content retrieval and metadata
storage. It also provides easy access to external publically available data sources, e.g.
DBPedia and LinkedMDB.

1.1. Scope of This Deliverable
The goal of this deliverable is to describe the finalised semantic annotation framework in
which the particular context dependent annotation services are placed. The overall
architecture as well as the basic paradigm for annotation is described in details in this
deliverable Section 2. The content specific annotation services are briefly described in
Section 3, while their concrete algorithms and implementation are provided in separate
deliverables. The text annotation services are presented in D4.4 v.1, v.2 and D4.5 v.1, v.2,
while audio and video services are described in D4.3 v.1, v.2 and v.3. This deliverable also
provides more details on how each of the content annotation services is connected to the
real needs of the use-case scenarios. In Section 4.1 we outline the text annotation of the
programme description WP7.a, then we continue with Section 4.2 describing EPG
annotation, integration of ads into video as well as loudness balance for WP7.b, and finally
in section 4.3 we talk about annotation of programme descriptions and user profiling in
WP7.c.
1

A semantic repository is a storage engine similar to database management systems (DBMS). The major
difference is the use of ontologies as semantic schemata, which allows them to automatically reason about data,
and the use of flexible and generic physical data models (e.g. graphs), which allows them to easily interpret and
adopt new ontologies or metadata schemata on-the-fly.
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2. Semantic Annotation Framework
2.1. Overview
The Semantic Annotation Framework for TV content is an environment for implementing
annotation services for TV content. It takes the TV content from the input sources and uses
dedicated services that implement the annotation algorithms to produce annotation. The
generated metadata is then stored in the knowledge base repository (see Fig 1). The source
data together with the newly created content are then passed to the recommendation and
broadcast services, which make this content retrievable and displayable on the end user
device. The semantic annotations are not intended to be used by the TV viewers, but assist
the providers in delivering the TV content to their clients.

Fig 1. Semantic annotation approach to the TV content

2.2. Metadata, Annotation Modelling, and Representation
Metadata is a term of wide and sometimes controversial usage. From its etymology,
metadata is “data about data”. Thus, metadata is a role that certain (pieces of) data could
play with respect to other data, e.g. a particular specification of the author of a document,
provided independently of the document’s contents, say, according to a standard like Dublin
Core (DC) [3]. An RDF2 description of a web page represents metadata. However, an RDF
description of a person, independent from any particular documents (e.g., as a part of an
RDF(S)-encoded dataset), is not metadata—this is data about a person, not about other
data. In this case, RDF(S) is used as a knowledge representation language. Finally, the
RDFS definition of the class Person will typically be part of an ontology, which can be used
to structure datasets and metadata, but which is again not a piece of metadata itself.
2

RDF is a metadata language for assignment of semantic descriptions to information resources on the web.
RDFS is a schema definition language for RDF, which allows definitions of new classes and properties. OWL is
an ontology language, which allows more comprehensive concept definitions on top of RDF(S). They are all
defined by W3C as standard representations for the so-called Semantic Web, http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/.
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Fig 2. Types of annotations

A term which is often used as a synonym for metadata, particularly in the natural language
processing (NLP) community, is annotation. Here we discuss the different types of
annotation of content in general and the models for their representation.
Annotations on text content particularly can be distinguished into two groups according to
their scope:
•

Document-level annotations, which refer to the whole document. Such examples are
the Dublin Core elements, e.g. Title, Subject, Creator, etc.;

•

Character-level annotations, which are related to a fragment of a document,
determined by start and end characters. An example might be a comment attached
to a particular part of a document. Character-level annotations are usually meant
when the term “annotation” is used for text documents without further clarification.

These two types are exemplified on Fig 2. It is worth mentioning that hyperlinks can be
considered as a special kind of character-level annotation, where the metadata is a
reference to another document or part of a document.
The same applies to other types of content, e.g. video annotation can be made on:
•

Film level—e.g. annotation of sequence of interests

•

On shot’s level—e.g. annotation of regions of interests

Further, annotations can also be distinguished with respect to the way in which they are
attached to the content. The basic choices here are:
•

Embedded mark-up, where the annotations are incorporated within the content. In
this case, the metadata is bundled together with the data. Examples are mark-up
languages such as HTML, where the annotations are specified using pairs of start
and end tags, e.g. abc<tag>de</tag>gf.

•

Standoff references, when the annotations are maintained separately from the
document to which they refer. In the case of character-level annotations, the
reference should also specify the particular part of the document it refers to. One
approach for this is based on position, e.g. offset and length; another option is to use
some kind of anchoring and linking mechanism. An example of specification based
on standoff annotations is TIPSTER [2].

In his thesis on architectures for language engineering, Cunningham[1] provides an
overview of various annotation models and discusses their advantages and disadvantages
in the context of text processing systems and applications. Similar analysis, but in the
context of open hypermedia systems (OHS), can be found in [0].
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Fig 3. Semantic annotation representation

The semantic annotation model in NoTube is derived from that of GATE3 [4]—both
document- and character-level annotations are supported as standoff references. Still, the
majority of the metadata generated here comes in the form of character-level annotations
like those discussed in Fig 2. The formal data model is demonstrated on Fig 3; it is important
to note that annotations can also contain many other features, in addition to the start and
end offsets.
The semantic annotations refer to ontologies (and, more generally, knowledge bases and
entity descriptions) which are kept separately in a semantic repository. This way we achieve
isolation of the three different type of data involved: content (text documents), metadata (the
annotations), and structured knowledge (ontologies and other structured data). An extended
discussion on the subject can be found in [5].
The concrete choice of ontologies does not have a special role in modelling the semantic
annotation process. Therefore any ontology that is provided as part of the use-case data
model or initiated by WP1 can be easily plugged into the model. An example of this is the
text semantic annotation service Lupedia, which uses DBPedia, by request from WP3
partners. Any other ontology (such as the BBC programme, see use-case section 4.3) can
also be referred to as part of the source data model.
2.3. Knowledge Base Enrichment
The last phase is not part of the trivial annotation system, since it is related to the
Knowledge Base (KB) enrichment (or the ontology population) with new metadata—entity
instances and relations. The newly recognised annotations lack instance information and are
still not linked to the KB. However these entity annotations could represent entities that are
in the recognised part of the KB. The first step is to match the entity annotations by their
class information and string representation against a map of recognised entities. If a
matching entity individual is found, the annotation acquires its instance identifier (URI).
Otherwise a new entity individual is constructed and added to the KB along with its aliases
derived from the list of matching entities (if any such exists).
This finalises the annotation process, having as a result metadata annotations forming the
semantic descriptions of the content in the KB. We call this particular annotation process
“semantic annotation”. Two sorts of metadata are generated in this process:
3

General Architecture for Text Engineering
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•

The descriptions of the newly generated entities (see KB enrichment above). It is a
matter of terminology, whether these descriptions represent metadata or ontology
population.

•

The generation annotations represent metadata about the content.

There are three major types of information stored in the knowledge base: entity information,
content URI and the relation between them (information for the occurrence of entities in the
content).

Fig 4. Entity-content relation representation

While the above two pieces were related to two disjoint aspects of data (i.e. content and
entities), the third one is the connection between them—a many-to-many relation between
entity and content. Each entity can be referred to by multiple content URIs and each content
URI refers to multiple entities. The presentation of entity occurrence in the knowledge base
also allows for querying the co-occurrence of entities in the same context using efficient
relational operations.
The KB itself is stored into a semantic repository. Semantic repositories are engines similar
to database management systems (DBMS)—their major functionality is to support efficient
storage, querying, and management of structured data. The major differences with DBMS
can be summarised as follows:
•

Semantic repositories use ontologies as semantic schemata, which allows them to
automatically reason about the data;

•

Semantic repositories work with generic physical data models, which allows them to
easily adopt updates and extensions in the schemata, i.e. in the structure of the data.

Functionally, semantic repositories are essentially DBMS that can interpret the data. Based
on the semantics of the schemata, they can infer implicit facts and consider them in the
process of query evaluation.
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Fig 5. Data representation and interpretation in semantic repositories

As an illustration of this, Fig 5 provides an example of the representation of simple family
relationships (the graph on the right) and the facts that can be inferred from those (indicated
with dashed arcs) based on simple entailment rules (presented on the left). Two explicit facts
were asserted in the repository (the solid orange arcs): “Ivan is a child of Maria” and “Maria
is a woman”. The repository was able to infer several new facts (the dashed orange arcs),
e.g. that Maria is a parent of Ivan, that they are relatives to each other, that Maria is a
person and an agent. Those inferences were made on the basis of the specific data schema
that was used (the relevant part of the schema is given in green). The interpretation of both
the specific instance data and the schema were based on the semantics of the system
primitives used (the part of the graph in blue), encoded in the entailment rules (presented on
the left).
The above query example is an illustration that semantic repositories allow query variation
with respect to the level of generality and the direction of the relation between two entities.
More generally, the expression of information need in the query no longer has to match the
syntax of assertion of the data. This enables a whole new range of information access
scenarios, where the person who formulates the query is not aware of the details of the
schemata which were used for the encoding of the data. This is only possible in a DBMS
where the engine understands (to some extend) the semantics of the data and the
semantics of the query and can interpret them in order to find matches despite syntax
variations. This is probably the major difference between the RDF-based semantic
repositories and XML-based DBMS; XML is designed to allow interoperability with respect to
the syntax of the data, remaining ignorant to its semantics. For instance, in an XML schema,
one cannot define inverse, transitive, and symmetric properties (see Fig 5), which means
that the XML database has no chance to interpret the data and to provide a useful answer to
the query in the example given above.
2.4. Content annotation and enrichment
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Previous work on semantic annotation focused primarily on textual content, however TV
content is heterogeneous, including text, audio, video, and structured data (e.g. programme
descriptions in TVAnytime format). In the context of the NoTube project we consider different
aspects of annotation, or annotation approaches that reflect the different nature of TV
sources. This is illustrated in Fig 6 and the various annotation and enrichment modules are
described separately.

Fig 6. Content Enrichment

Audio Annotation
Presently, the high variance of loudness levels during audio playback of various streams
from different sources on one and the same terminal causes quite often an annoying
experience for the listeners. The reason behind is, that quite often the loudness levels of
these different streams do not match a harmonised and comfortable listening level at the
user terminal. When we talk about audio - we enrich the original content with loudness
metadata, i.e. Metadata which characterise the loudness level of each incoming stream or
each download are required in order to normalise the loudness level before reproduction of
the various audio clips. This metadata is generated by loudness measurements at e.g. the
same stage in the NoTube chain as the metadata generation for the individual cropping of
the video for different displays. These Metadata is provided with the various audio clips to
the rendering engine. Another approach is the normalisation of the loudness at the stage of
generation of the video and audio Metadata. In this case, the end-user gets always a
harmonised loudness experience of all audio streams or clips, which have passed the
loudness measurement stage of the NoTube chain.
The following two figures 7 and 8 contain three different measures concerning the levels of
different audio programmes:
•

PPM Peak Programme Meter, integration time = 0 ms (Yellow bars);

•

QPPM Quasi Peak Programme Meter, integration time = 10 ms (Orange bars);

•

LKFS Average loudness level ref. to Recommendation ITU-R BS.1770 “Algorithms to
measure audio programme loudness and true-peak audio level”(Green bars).

Fig 7 provides the results of the original, i.e. unprocessed audio levels after reception of the
various programmes. In this example, the maximum perceived loudness difference is up to
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22 LKFS. Fig 8 shows the same audio excerpts after loudness normalization to -24 LKFS.
This provides to the listener a balanced listening experience with exactly the same loudness
for each of the audio samples.
In order to have a complete coherent experience, i.e. to make sure, that all audio streams
and clips, even those, which had been linked from other, i.e. non-NoTube sources, have to
be analyzed and enriched by loudness Metadata.

Fig 7. Original level of various audio programmes with max loudness difference of 22 LKFS
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Fig 8. Same audio programmes as in fig. 7, but loudness balanced

Video Annotation
In TV context a video sequence is a rich multimodal information source, containing colour
patterns and shape of imaged objects (from individual image frames), and motion of these
objects (from changes in successive frames). This means that in order to be indexed, stored
and retrieved in a way similar to the way that a human brain processes them. Other
applications requiring scene understanding include spotting and tracing of special events in
a surveillance video, active tracking of special objects in unmanned vision systems, video
editing and composition (e.g. personalised advertisement), etc. Our approach is to detect
both (a) regions of interest and (b) sequence of (non-)interest.
The detection of Regions of Interest (ROI) is needed if cropping of the original video is
required. To be able to have a cropping method that satisfies high quality demands it is
important, that the detection of the ROI is accurate in order to preserve the part of the video
that holds the information that is important to the viewer. Automatic cropping is an important
part of the NoTube system, as the viewing device of the user is unknown at production time.
It can range from large flat screen TVs to small handheld devices like mobile phones.
The Sequence of Interest (SOI) refers to video content abstraction. The idea behind video
content abstraction is to summarise longer videos to the main message to avoid watching
the whole video. Thus the sequences of interest should be detected in the video. E.g. in a
soccer game only the scenes are interesting where the goals can be seen.
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The detection of Sequence Of non-Interest (SOnI) is needed for the automatic ad insertion
algorithm. The aim of this algorithm is to insert advertising clips into a video sequence, at the
best moment of the video, not only at the beginning or at the end of video sequence. In our
application, the right moment is chosen as the combination of two criteria: The quietest
sequence and the region of non-interest (with minimum ROI interference).
The detection of the SOnI requires the analysis of the whole video and the annotation of this
video : SOnI pictures numbers, selected corner, position, Ad window size, saliency, scenecuts. The result of this annotation is an XML file with the n best time and localisation for Ad
insertion.
<SOI	
  PictBeg="11667"	
  PictEnd="12202">	
  
	
  
<CORNER>BOTTOM_RIGHT</CORNER>	
  
	
  
<POSITION	
  x="763"	
  y="407"/>	
  
	
  
<WINDOW	
  w="90"	
  h="72"/>	
  
	
  
<SEQ_SALIENCY	
  s="27.579088"/>	
  
	
  
<SCENE_CUTS	
  sc="7"/>	
  
</SOI>	
  
<SOI	
  PictBeg="11753"	
  PictEnd="12288">	
  
	
  
<CORNER>TOP_LEFT</CORNER>	
  
	
  
<POSITION	
  x="0"	
  y="0"/>	
  
	
  
<WINDOW	
  w="90"	
  h="72"/>	
  
	
  
<SEQ_SALIENCY	
  s="26.157665"/>	
  
	
  
<SCENE_CUTS	
  sc="1"/>	
  
</SOI>	
  
<SOI	
  PictBeg="11753"	
  PictEnd="12288">	
  
	
  
<CORNER>TOP_RIGHT</CORNER>	
  
	
  
<POSITION	
  x="763"	
  y="0"/>	
  
	
  
<WINDOW	
  w="90"	
  h="72"/>	
  
	
  
<SEQ_SALIENCY	
  s="26.157665"/>	
  
	
  
<SCENE_CUTS	
  sc="1"/>	
  
</SOI>	
  
<SOI	
  PictBeg="11667"	
  PictEnd="12202">	
  
	
  
<CORNER>BOTTOM_LEFT</CORNER>	
  
	
  
<POSITION	
  x="0"	
  y="407"/>	
  
	
  
<WINDOW	
  w="90"	
  h="72"/>	
  
	
  
<SEQ_SALIENCY	
  s="27.579088"/>	
  
	
  
<SCENE_CUTS	
  sc="7"/>	
  
</SOI>	
  
<SOI	
  PictBeg="0"	
  PictEnd="535">	
  
	
  
<CORNER>TOP_RIGHT</CORNER>	
  
	
  
<POSITION	
  x="763"	
  y="0"/>	
  
	
  
<WINDOW	
  w="90"	
  h="72"/>	
  
	
  
<SEQ_SALIENCY	
  s="41.277061"/>	
  
	
  
<SCENE_CUTS	
  sc="3"/>	
  
</SOI>	
  
<SOI	
  PictBeg="3856"	
  PictEnd="4391">	
  
	
  
<CORNER>TOP_LEFT</CORNER>	
  
	
  
<POSITION	
  x="0"	
  y="0"/>	
  
	
  
<WINDOW	
  w="90"	
  h="72"/>	
  
	
  
<SEQ_SALIENCY	
  s="48.761684"/>	
  
	
  
<SCENE_CUTS	
  sc="13"/>	
  
</SOI>	
  
	
  

Fig 9. Example of SOnI annotation

Text Annotation
Working with EPGs or other textual TV programme descriptions, we understand the process
of identification of knowledge elements in text and mapping them to instances and entities in
a given knowledge base.
Text Semantic annotation is the process of automatic generation of named-entity
annotations with class and instance references to a semantic repository. This is a model for
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semantic content enrichment. The approach presents a specific metadata generation and
usage schema targeted to enable new information access methods and extend existing
ones.
Semantic annotation is assigning entities in the text links to their semantic description, giving
both class and instance information about the entities referred to in the documents (Fig 10).
Semantic annotation is applicable for web, non-web documents, text fields in databases.

Live at the Apollo 2/6
Not Going Out star Lee Mack
presents sets from American
comic Rich Hall and
Scotland’s very own Danny
Bhoy.

Fig 10. Semantic annotation on text

The automatic semantic annotation can be seen as a classical named entity recognition and
annotation process. The named entity type is specified by reference to ontology, and the
semantic annotation requires identification of the entity. The approach of semantic
annotation comprises two processes: (a) information extraction and (b) identity resolution.
Information extraction is a domain with very distinct connotation. It refers to a shallow
process of detecting pieces of relevant informational units in texts and representing them in
the form of attribute value templates. For example, the information extraction engine will
detect the expression event in London and place the word London in a template with
attribute location. The core problem in the process of information extraction is the correct
identification the textual units, segments that describe particular information, knowledge
element. This is done with natural language processing techniques.
The process of identity resolution is the ability to determine that two or more data
representations can be resolved into one representation of a unique object. It analyses all of
the information relating to individuals and/or entities from multiple sources of data, and then
determines which identities are a match and what, if any, non-obvious relationships exist
between those identities. Identity resolution solutions provide efficient ways to search huge
amounts of information looking for comparisons that match. Identity resolution looks at
addresses, names, social security numbers, dates, and customer history to make
interconnections between different identity records. Identity Resolution assigns every
individual or business a unique identifier. More details can be found in [8].
In summary, the adopted method of semantic annotation consists in the following:
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(a) making use of an ontology of entities and events,
(b) figuring out the connection between the language expressions and the conveyed
information
(c) matching RDF content
(d) producing results in the form of structured information
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3. Enrichment Services
3.1. Text Enrichment Services
Service name Lupedia
Service category metadata-producer, text-enricher
URLs http://lupedia.ontotext.com/ (demo)
http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/text2html (API)
http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/text2json (API)
http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/text2rdfa (API)
http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/text2xml (API)
Description Takes a plain text input and returns enrichment data based on DBPedia
and/or LinkedMDB entries found in the text. Input can be in any of nine
supported languages and output can be HTML, JSON, RDFa or XML. Various
filters and options are available. The resulting entities can be enriched with
further entities by navigating relations in the Linked Open Data cloud.
Functionality $text$filters:URL  $enrichment:{HTML, JSON, RDFa, XML}
Examples INPUT:

http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/text2rdfa?lookupText=...&skip_sh3=tr
ue&skip_stp=true&keep_fnl=true
OUTPUT:

<html>
<head><title /></head>
<body><p>Enter here "Public Names" like:
<br />&nbsp;&nbsp;"<b><a
href="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Elvis_Presley" title="Elvis
Presley<Person>">@</a>Elvis Presley</b>"
...
</p></body></html>
Schemas

Contact person(s)
Status
Licence
Documentation
Interface
Software dependencies
Service dependencies
Platform dependencies
Intended users

4

http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema
http://dbpedia.org/ontology
http://dbpedia.org/resource
http://data.linkedmdb.org/resource
pavel@ontotext.com
under-development, replaced previous finished version4
Ontotext
http://lupedia.ontotext.com/help.html
REST
OWLIM, LKBG, Tomcat, Java
FactForge (http://factforge.net)
platform independent (Java)
project partners

The previous version was monolingual (English) and used only DBPedia as a vocabulary.
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3.2. Audio Enrichment Services
Service name Loudness harmonization
Service category Adapter

(crawler, adapter, converter
recommender, logger)
URLs
Description

Functionality

http://notube.irt.de:8080/NoTube-IRTLoudnessNormalization/services/LoudnessNormalizationWebService
The service takes as input a metadata set associated to one news programme
which contains the name of the corresponding programme essence file
(program.asf) to be analysed. First, an individual news item (item.asf) is extracted
from the news programme based on the time interval given in the programme
metadata. Then the audio is extracted from the news item in WAV format which is
required as input format for the loudness analysis. Based on the loudness analysis
results, the audio is levelled to -23 dbFS by the loudness normalisation and then
transcoded to the initial audio format WMA2 and multiplexed with the original video.
The output is a loudness normalised news item. The metadata enrichment is
realised using the WP2 CRUD service (see D2.3 for details), i.e. the metadata
concerning the loudness normalisation is added to the NIC Attractors in TV-Anytime
format.
compressed audio -> linear -> processing and generation of loudness metadata ->
compressed audio

Examples (Metadata
Output)

Schemas
(http://purl.org/voc/po)

Contact person(s)
Status
(planned, under-development,
finished, cancelled, replaced)
Licence
(e.g. MIT, BSD, not-decided,
internal)
Documentation
Interface
(e.g. REST, HTML-form, RMI,
XMPP, SPARQL-over-REST)
Software dependencies
(SMACK-XMPP, PHP-ARC,
MySQL
Service dependencies
(Wordnet-xml, IMDB-website)
Platform dependencies
Intended users

RECOMMENDATION ITU-R BS.1770
“Algorithms to measure audio programme
loudness and true-peak audio level” and RECOMMENDATION EBU R128-2010
“Loudness normalisation and permitted maximum level of audio signals” (under
standardization presently)
altendorf@irt.de, elser@irt.de
Finished

internal
RECOMMENDATION ITU-R BS.1770 and EBU R128-2010
WSDL/SOAP
FFMPEG
NoTube WP2 CRUD-Services
None
Interactive, personalised News Scenario (WP7a)
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3.3. Video Enrichment Services
Service name
Service category
(crawler, adapter, converter
recommender, logger, …)
URLs
Description

Automatic video reframing
Adapter

NA
Reframes an input stream according to the regions of interest. Original
pictures are cropped to match the target display and video is re-encoded
Functionality MPEG2 TS  H264 (with Reframed video) in a TS file

Examples
Schemas
(http://purl.org/voc/po)
Contact person(s)
Status
(required, planned, underdevelopment, finished, cancelled,
replaced)
Licence
(e.g. MIT, BSD, not-decided,
internal)
Documentation
Interface
(e.g. REST, HTML-form, RMI, XMPP,
SPARQL-over-REST)
Software dependencies
(SMACK-XMPP, PHP-ARC, MySQL
Service dependencies
(Wordnet-xml, IMDB-website)
Platform dependencies
Intended users

NA
NA
Anne-Lore.Mevel@thomson-networks.com
Finished

internal
http://wiki.notube.tv/services/Reframing
SOAP/XML
None
None
The reframing software is only available on TVN platform
WP7A RAI system
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Service name
Service category
(crawler, adapter, converter
recommender, logger)
URLs
Description

Functionality

Examples
Schemas
(http://purl.org/voc/po)
Contact person(s)
Status
(planned, under-development,
finished, cancelled, replaced)
Licence
(e.g. MIT, BSD, not-decided, internal)
Documentation
Interface
(e.g. REST, HTML-form, RMI, XMPP,
SPARQL-over-REST)
Software dependencies
(SMACK-XMPP, PHP-ARC, MySQL
Service dependencies
(Wordnet-xml, IMDB-website)
Platform dependencies
Intended users

Ad Insertion
Adapter
NA
Inserts advertising clips into a video sequence, the objective being to
insert it at the best moment of the video, not only at the beginning or at the
end of video sequence. In our application, the right moment is chosen as
the combination of two criteria: The quietest sequence and the region of
non-interest (with minimum ROI interference).
MPEG2 TS File  H264 video in TS File (with ad)
NA
NA
Anne-Lore.Mevel@thomson-networks.com
First implementation finished.
Second version under-development
internal
http://wiki.notube.tv/services/AdInsertion
SOAP/XML
None
None
The Ad insertion software is only available on TVN platform
iFanzy (WP7b)
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4. NoTube Use Case Scenarios
4.1. 7a scenario
The task in use case 7a is to develop a system for the creation of a set of local personalised
news services, able to acquire news items from generic broadcast streams, understand the
meaning of video news items, understand the physical context in which news items are
going to be shown, apply criteria for matching the user profile with the available news items.
It is expected, that the loudness of the various audio-visual streams or files, which belong to
a certain news item, and which are collected from different service providers will vary to a
high extend. In addition, the audio-visual content of such a news item will be delivered by
broadcast and broadband and reproduced on a stationary or mobile terminal. In order to
provide a certain listening comfort, all these streams and files have to be balanced
concerning the loudness.
In the 7a scenario, the loudness of the audio-visual streams and files will be calculated on
the ITU-R BS.1770 algorithm, including the latest developments in EBU R128-2010. The
loudness will be calculated on the basis of uncompressed streams or files. Then, the original
stream or file will be distributed to the end-user terminal together with the loudness
metadata. The end-user terminal will use these metadata to balance the loudness level
during playback of the various audio-visual streams and files for certain news items, as well
as for different news items.
In case of mobile terminal, it becomes mandatory to repurpose the news video content to
adapt the image size to the screen size in order to provide a better viewing comfort. The
solution is to focus on the most visually interesting parts of the video.
The reframing function (integrated in the 7a scenario) is based on the metadata extracted by
the Region Of Interest (ROI) algorithm.
The Automatic Video Reframing functionality is based on an efficient visual attention model
which integrates spatial, temporal and cognitive information. In a first time, it analyses
MPEG2 TS files (news segments files stored on an FTP server by RAI ANTS platform) and
provides saliency maps which will determine a cropping window in a second time. Temporal
consistency is applied on a group of frames to guaranty a pleasant visual experience over
time. Finally, a TS output with a reframed H264 encoded video is generated and can be
displayed on mobile devices.
This scenario uses the following services:
• Lupedia
• Automatic Video Reframing
• Loudness balance, based on loudness metadata of audio-visual streams and files of
news items

4.2. 7b scenario
It is expected, that as in scenario 7a, the loudness of the various audio-visual ads, which can
be streams or files and which had been selected based on certain profiles of users, will vary
to a high extend. This may happen in particular for taking into account different distribution,
such as broadcast and broadband. In order to provide a certain listening comfort, all these
streams and files have to be balanced concerning the loudness. This balance has to take
both, other audio-visual ads, as well as other programmes into account.
In the scenario 7b, the loudness of the audio-visual ads will be calculated on the ITU-R
BS.1770 algorithm, including the latest developments in EBU R128-2010. The loudness will
be calculated similar to scenario 7b. Then, the original ads will be distributed to the end-user
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terminal together with the loudness metadata. The end-user terminal will use these
metadata to balance the loudness level during playback for harmonizing both, the playback
level of various Ads, as well as between the Ads and the other programme types.
A 2nd application in WP7b is automatic Ad-insertion in video. The goal of this technology is to
automatically insert advertising into a video at the best position and at the best time. Indeed,
the time and the position of the Ad inlay have a considerable impact on the perception and
the interest of this Ad the viewer can have. The Ad insertion functionality is based on the
metadata extracted by the Region Of Interest (ROI) algorithm and by some enhanced
features as detailed in Deliverable D4.3.
The automatic Ad insertion functionality is based on two algorithms:
• The video analysis algorithm which finds the N “best sequences” available to insert
the Ad and writes these metadata in an XML file,
• The video insertion algorithm which inserts the Ad in the video according to the
metadata produced by the video analysis algorithm.
The video analysis algorithm is realized in three steps. The first step consists in the analysis
of each image of a video and the production of metadata. When the last image is processed,
the second step is launched. It consists in using the metadata produced by the 1st step to
find the average saliency value for each corner of each image of the video. Based on the
saliency values computed by the 2nd step, the 3rd step consists in the selection of the N “best
sequences” available to insert the Ad.
Finally, the video insertion algorithm inserts the Ad in the video (Picture In Picture) according
to the metadata produced by the video analysis algorithm.
The Ad insertion service allows starting the insertion of Ad in an MPEG2 file stored on an
NFS server according to the metadata extracted during the analysis phase of the algorithm.
A new MPEG2 file with H264 video is created is then stored in the same NFS server.
According to the user profile, iFanzy is able to start the job “Ad insertion” with a movie file
and the appropriate Ad that matches to user profile.
The textual EPG content is also available in iFanzy and it needs to be enriched in order to
make use of it during the context add or recommendation functionality of the portal.
This scenario uses the following services:
• Lupedia
• Loudness balance, based on loudness metadata of audio-visual streams and files of
news items
• Ad insertion

4.3. 7c scenario - BBC programme descriptions enrichment
BBC raw RDF data have free text in four sections, e.g. title, short synopsis, medium
synopsis and long synopsis (see Fig 11). This is the target of metadata enrichment from text
of WP4. The synopsis is a short description of the shows. In most cases the difference
between the short, the medium and the long synopsis is minimal, and in many cases they
are identical, or differ in the adding of a name or contact information, or an additional phrase
in the long synopsis.
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Fig 11. BBC programme entity

BBC raw data is described against the BBC Programmes the ontology and is available in
BBC SPARQL endpoint that allows queries about the structure of the data, types in a given
dataset, properties of an episode, seen as a resource, programmes featuring particular artist
in the programmes track list.
Each of the programme descriptions is annotated using the Lupedia service described in
Section 3.1 and then stored to the knowledge base. In this way each of the description of
each of the programmes at BBC is enriched with the entities that are mentioned in its
synopsis as shown in Fig 12.

Fig 12. BBC programme description enrichment

This scenario uses the following services:
• Lupedia
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5. Conclusion
The purpose of this deliverable was to outline the finalised frame for developing semantic
enrichment services. We discussed different tasks that we connected to enriching different
types of content (audio, video and text) and we defined the corresponding services that
implement described functionality. Finally we put the semantic annotation in the context of
NoTube use-cases and listed the various types of content and services applicable to each of
the scenarios.
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